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Dear Reader,

the yearly pan-European awareness raising campaign on digital skills for inclusion, empowerment and
employment  ALL DIGITAL Weeks 2023 Campaign  was a successful landmark for the ALL DIGITAL
network during April and May! We would like to thank the supporters, European Commission, Microsoft
and Certiport, the 21 ALL DIGITAL members who engaged with national coordinators role,  the 19
strategic partners, the local event organisers and all the 90.000 participants that enhanced their digital
skills in training, event and courses organised in their community in more than 30 countries.

On 19th April we organised the international launch event focused on EU policies and projects related to
digital skills and education, featuring among the different speakers, a keynote speech by Nicolas Schmit,
EU Commissioner for Jobs and Social Rights. If you missed it, you can watch the recordings here.
Besides, many international events related to EU projects where ALL DIGITAL is involved took place
during the campaign, check them here.

On 20th April the ALL DIGITAL General Assembly took place in Brussels. We are happy to share with
you the newly elected  ALL DIGITAL Board 

We have extended the deadline  for the ADWeeks 2023 awards  to allow all interested  local and national
event organisers as well as national coordinators to participate and submit their application. To apply
please consult the ADWeeks website and fill in the form. You can win a trip to Zagreb to the ALL
DIGITAL Summit 2023 on 25-27 September.

ALL  DIGITAL Weeks will continue its contribution  to the promotion of the  European Year of Skills,
launched by the European Commission, we would like to invite you as well to the ALL DIGITAL Summit
2023, taking place on 25-27 September in Zagreb where skills will be the main focus, as the title of event
states: ''Digital Skills for tomorrow''.

You can also find the ALL DIGITAL Annual Report 2022 and very important news  from our members
involved in interesting and impactful projects and activities across Europe. Don't miss them. Read more in
the members section!

We look forward to keep on working with you. Stay tuned!

Yours,
ALL DIGITAL Team
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What's on at ALL DIGITAL

ALL DIGITAL Weeks 2023 Campaign: International
Launch Event on 19.04.2023

 
The  International Launch Event of the ALL DIGITAL WEEKS 2023
Campaign  took place on  19.04.2023 starting with the keynote
speech from the EC Commissioner for Jobs and Social Rights,
Nicolas Schmit.  If you have missed this insightful event check the
event's recordings here !

You can also check the videos from the international events
organised by ALL DIGITAL and the strategic partners here ! 

ALL DIGITAL Summit 2023 - Digital Skills for
Tomorrow

Join us for the ALL DIGITAL Summit 2023 – Digital Skills for
Tomorrow, the premier event for learning and networking in the
digital education world. Taking place from 25th to 27th September
2023 in the beautiful city of Zagreb, this three-day event will bring
together experts from around Europe to share their knowledge and
insights on the latest developments in digital education and training.
More information coming soon!

New ALL DIGITAL Board 2023/2025

We are excited to announce the new ALL DIGITAL Board for the
2023-2025 term. The Board was elected on the 20th of April 2023
in Brussels during the ALL DIGITAL General Assembly, which took
place in the context of the ALL DIGITAL Weeks 2023 campaign!
More information here.

Apply for the ALL DIGITAL Weeks Awards

 
ALL DIGITAL invites all event organisers and national coordinators
involved in the ALL DIGITAL Weeks 2023 awareness raising
campaign to apply for ALL DIGITAL Weeks 2023 Awards. Deadline:
12 June 2023!
 
Apply for the Best national campaign award here 

Apply for the Best event award here 

Events

EAEA General Assembly,
Grundtvig Award Ceremony
and Annual Conference, 6-7
June 2023, Zagreb.

ETF WEBINAR: Artificial
Intelligence for Educators:
ethical challenges, practices
and guidelines, 12 June 2023,
Online

Third joint symposium on
Apprenticeship and the digital
transition by Cedefop, 15-16
June 2023, Thessaloniki.

EDEN 2023 Annual
Conference, 18-20 June,
Dublin

6th Digital Leaders Week UK,
19-23 June 2023.

European Women in
Technology, 28-29 June,
Amsterdam.

EDULEARN23, 3-5 July,
Palma de Mallorca.

17th International Conference
on e-Learning and Digital
Learning,15–17 July, Porto,
Portugal

EASE Summit, 2nd European
Summit of STEAM Educators
15-16 September, Online

6th International Academic
Conference on Education,
Teaching and Learning, 27-29
October, Budapest

The 29th Annual Global,
Cross-Sector Conference and
Exhibition on Digital Learning
and Training, 22–24
November, Berlin

DigiEduHack
6-13 November 2023
The Digital Education
Hackathon (DigiEduHack) is a
grassroots movement that
aims to foster innovation,
collaboration and creativity and
to drive positive change in
digital education. It provides
solutions to existing and future
challenges in digital education.
DigiEduHack is an initiative of
the DEAP  2021-2027 of the
European Commission. 

If you are interested in hosting
DigiEduHack, click here,
register in the website and
submit your challenge.

 

ALL DIGITAL Annual
Report 2022
 
Read the ALL DIGITAL Annual
Report 2022 including all
relevant activities conducted by
the organisation during 2022. 

More information here. 

 

EU Policies on Digital Education

2023 European Semester: Spring Package
 
On 24 May the Spring Package for the 2023 European Semester Cycle
has been published by the European Commission. The Spring Package
contains individual country Reports for the Member States, and puts
forward Country Specific Recommendations for each Member State on
how to address the pressing economic and social challenges according
to the EU level Annual Sustainable Growth Strategy.

Read the news about the '' 2023 European Semester: Spring Package''.

News from our members

AI in the Digital learning Lab of Helliwood
(Germany)
On 27.04.2023, the Leipzig Book Fair opened its doors for the first time
in four years. There, many interested people came to Helliwood's Digital
Learning Lab to exchange ideas on the topic of artificial intelligence (AI)
and try out exciting applications. Over 100 students attended exciting
workshops to create a digital book with the help of AI tools. With
ChatGPT, contributions and articles were created on how work will
develop due to the existence and development of AI. How will the fields
of activity of authors or illustrators change? These texts were
accompanied by the imaging AI: Dream Studio. The results can be
found in the digital book.

Find more here.

Education becomes digital: P-CUBE final
international conference
The European Association for Local Democracy - ALDA will organise
the international final conference "Education becomes digital" of the
P-CUBE project, funded by Erasmus+, on June 7 from 4:00pm to
5.30pm CEST in Brussels at Maison Hap.
 
It will focus on digital education, with particular attention to 2023 as the
"European Year of Skills", and to "digitalisation" as one of the pillars of
the Erasmus+ programme. 
This event will be organised in the framework of the ALDA’s Local
Democracy will Save Democracy Festival and General Assembly.
ALL DIGITAL will participate in the event as a speaker and member of
ALDA.

Here you can find more on the General Assembly and Festival and you
can register via this link

Simbioza Moblin@ Extends Digital
Empowerment: Mobile Classroom Returns for an
Exciting New Season! (Slovenia)
The pioneering initiative with the first-ever traveling classroom in
Slovenia is continuing its journey with an extended season of the initial
success of the social enterprise, Simbioza Genesis – Simbioza
Mobiln@. The mobile classroom prompts an expanded season for the
third consecutive year, providing essential digital skills and fostering
integration into the digital landscape. By reaffirming commitment to
lasting change, Simbioza Mobiln@ ensures older adults aren't left
(digitally) behind. Its triumph inspires others globally, emphasizing
collaboration to bridge the digital divide. Simbioza Mobiln@ remains
dedicated to empowering older adults, nurturing digital literacy, and
paving the way for a brighter, inclusive future.
 
Follow our social media channels for more information
on Instagram and Facebook

The third age University students successfully
learn to go digital (Lithuania)
In the framework of All Digital Weeks the spring training session of the
project “Information Technologies Connecting Generations” funded by
the Ministry of Social Security and Labour of the Republic of Lithuania
were organised. The project aims to reduce the digital skills gap among
the society by motivating elder people to be interested and learn more
about digital technologies in partnership with the younger generation
that encourages and helps them to improve their digital skills. For the
second time, the spring training session brought together young people
(up to 29 years old) to teach the audiences from third-age universities to
be more confident with digital technologies and to be safe online.

Read more here

ECCC DigComp - SCIENCE CONNECTS - Digital
Skills for All - Conference in Egypt (Poland)
ECCC Foundation organized the SCIENCE CONNECTS – Digital Skills
for All Conference on 28.02 - 01.03.2023, which was held in Alexandria,
Egypt.
During the conference ECCC experts presented the DigComp,
DigCompEdu and ECCC achievements. Scientists and experts from
Egypt, Poland, Italy and Cyprus shared their digital experience and
discussed how to develop digital competences by implementing and
using DigComp. During the conference, a Memorandum of
Understanding was signed to implement DigComp in the Arab language
for Arabic countries. On the 17th of May ECCC/DigComp training
started for Arabic partners. Read more here.

The EVBBQ - An exclusive networking event at
the EVBB premises
The EVBB, the European Association of Institutes for Vocational
Training, hosted on the 11th of May 2023 a networking event to officially
inaugurate the opening of the new premises in Bd. Charlemagne 28, at
the heart of the European Union. The event brought together around 40
people from the EVBB network, from partners, associations, and public
representatives, as invited to visit our renovated terrace (with a BBQ!)
and our offices.

Follow us on social media here.

Increase digital, social and political participation
through an intergenartional approach: the e-
EngAGEd project
What do citizens think about disinformation, digital citizenship and
online civic and political engagement? How can we support you in the
conscious and correct use of communication tools?
 
The e-EngAGEd, funded by the European Commission's Citizens,
Equality, Rights and Values programme (no. 101081537-E-engAGEd-
CERV-2022-CITIZENS-CIV) aims to develop a media education
pathway aimed at young people (aged between 18 and 25) and adults
over 50, to increase digital, social and political participation through an
intergenerational approach.
 
By completing the questionnaire you will help us to better understand
these aspects in order to develop guidelines and plan training events.

Further information on the project and its goals are available here.

The Digital Equity Laboratory
The Educational Opportunities Laboratory is structured around the
spaces. These are topics where education interacts with emerging
technologies and social transformation missions. Thus, each space
invites us to reflect, share and start Digital Equity initiatives. Explore all
the challenges that exist within each of the spaces that make up the
laboratory.

Currently, we are identifying a mapping of initiatives that we consider
addressing the issues we want to identify in the Key Educational
Opportunities Laboratory of Digital Equity. Do you know any project that
emphasizes and shares values and a mission in favor of Digital Equity?
We would love to learn about the initiative, to join forces and, little by
little, create a community involved and committed to Digital Equity. 

More information here.

Avaluació 4.0
Evaluation 4.0 wants to test an artificial intelligence (AI) solution applied
to educational evaluation processes  looking to explore what are the
risks and opportunities that AI allows in education. The project was
launched with the desire to experiment and question the implementation
of AI in education, studying its potential advantages to improve the ways
of learning.

More about the project here.

AUPEX, in extremadura (Spain), organises more
than 100 events to celebrate All Digital Weeks
From Extremadura, Spain, the All Digital Weeks have taken place from
April 17 to 28, with 101 events held in digital skills centers, reaching
over 800 participants. This year's focus was on enhancing digital skills,
with core themes such as media literacy, equity and inclusion,
cybersecurity, and digital well-being. The workshops aimed at upskilling
and reskilling individuals, with a specific focus on fighting against
disinformation, generating resumes to boost employability, and
protecting personal data and privacy.

The highlight of the events was a webinar with Cristina Gutierrez Borge,
an expert from the Cybersecurity Institute of Spain. The session
covered the latest cybersecurity news, devices, and personal data and
privacy protection, attracting high participation. The ALL DIGITAL
Weeks have  again proved to be a significant platform for developing
and enhancing digital skills of Extremadura's citizenship.  Find more
information here.

A first goal achieved for WeTechCare 

✅

🙌

 When WeTechCare was created in 2016, our goal was to support 1
million people on basic digital skills. Seven years later, this symbolic
milestone has been reached!

🚀

 If this figure is a source of pride, it motivates us above all to do even
more for the millions of people who remain in difficulty with digital.

How ?

👉

 By applying our expertise on digital inclusion in all relevant sectors.

👉

 By continuing to develop a direct link and hybrid and tailor-made
learning solutions for the public.

👉

 By relying on a network of ambassadors and local partners to act as
closely as possible to the needs of the field.

A XI Forum of Inclusive Employment and
Entrepreneurship on June 9th
This European Event, organized by the European Network of Innovation
for Inclusion of Acción contra el Hambre, is an annual date that brings
together national and European experts in the field of social innovation.
It is an inspiring space in which to learn about European priorities in
innovation to generate a more inclusive social and labor ecosystem. 
This meeting recognizes and shares best practices in inclusive
employment and entrepreneurship from all over Europe and facilitates
the meeting of key actors, favoring collaboration and networking. The
event will take place on June 9, 2023, in Madrid with live streaming on
YouTube

You can reserve your place via this link

EDIFY_EDU Project
The project addresses the skills gap in the sector of Management
education with regards to competencies on equality, diversity, and
inclusion (from now on EDI), which are more and more needed in a
complex and fluid society. The project facilitates the acquisition of EDI
competencies and transversal skills for management students and
managers in business (in particular targeting medium-sized companies),
in order to respond to the societal transformation by setting up a system
for skill assessment, learning offer and validation and recognition.

More about the project here and on Linkedin

Computer Science for all - Python upskilling for
teachers and educators
As Colectic we are working together with the Open University Cisco
ASC in Milton Keynes, UK, and ENSICO, an educational non-profit from
Portugal, on a collaborative hybrid teachers and educators development
project, to support them to learn Python and extend their methodological
and practical knowledge on working computational competences with
kids of different age groups from 6 to 18+ years.
We are looking for volunteers to participate in a free Erasmus+ funded
training programme, with the intention to develop your Python
programming and Computer Science skills and learn how to teach
Python + Computational Thinking skills as part of a co-led remote group.
You must be in education or training, supporting students up to the age
of 18.
Register to get access to the hybrid learning platform and the webinar
sessions, and consult our website for more information!

Upcoming educational programs from EPMA
We have had a very busy Spring in EPMA and would like to share at
least a few of the highlights. We have been developing an online course
and best practices in our EduLeaders  project, which aims at
empowering school leaders to become confident, know where they are
going and not be afraid of making changes in their institutions. We have
also been developing a gamified educational program on cybersecurity
under the CyberBOX project. Specifically for kids, we are developing an
app under the MyHood project, which will enable the involved youths to
have a say on their city’s urban development while receiving education
on sustainability and green practices. Learn more about all this HERE. 

The SHIFT project, funded under the Horizon
program - showcased at the BiblioNEXT National
Conference, entitled "Public library - source of
promotion and preservation of local memory",
Craiova, Romania (May 10-14, 2023)
Considered the most important event of libraries in Romania, the
BiblioNEXT National Conference in Craiova brought to the fore the
major role that public libraries have in collecting, preserving and
promoting local cultural heritage.

Members of the consortium of partners implementing the SHIFT -
MetamorphoSis of cultural Heritage Into augmented hypermedia assets
For enhanced accessibiliTy and inclusion project, financed under the
Horizon 2021-2027 programme, took part in this complex and high-
impact professional event among librarian professionals, collaborators,
representatives of the NGO, business environment and the participating
officials.  Read more on the event and on the SHIFT project

ALL DIGITAL Projects: latest news

All Digital Academy - Register for our MOOCs on
Ai and IoT!
The ADA project aims to support adult educators and trainers by offering
up-skilling training activities on emerging technologies with focus on AI
and IoT and to strengthen the capacity building of learning centres to
facilitate the ongoing digital transformation.

The main component of the project is the design free online trainings
(MOOCs) to teach adult educators and learning centers on how to set
up and deliver courses and learning experiences on AI and IoT, for adult
learners. The trainings are designed for adult educators and trainers
with limited or no knowledge of AI and IoT.

Find all the details here  regarding our free online  courses. Click the
button below  to join the upcoming cycle that will start on 3 July
2023!

EVALUATING THE VALUE OF SOFT SKILLS -
CALL FOR PARTICIPATION
The MEGASKILLS   project is evaluating the value of soft skills (also
called transversal competences) in a European context and how to
promote employability and productivity through their training, evaluation
and certification. MEGASKILLS investigates the possibility of training
these skills through the use of massive technologies such as video
games, artificial intelligence and the use of big data.

The team wants to hear from you. Fill in the  new MEGASKILLS
SURVEY.

EQUALS-EU webinar: Closing the skills and
gender gap in STEM - Where do we stand?
The EQUALS-EU project organised a webinar with the theme “Closing
the skills and gender gap in STEM – Where do we stand?” on the 3rd of
May 2023 in the framework of ALL DIGITAL Weeks 2023. The session
gathered speakers from the flagship European initiatives on the
empowerment of girls and women in STEM education, careers, and
entrepreneurship across Europe and beyond to share key lessons and
visions for gender equality & digital inclusion in the context of the post-
pandemic Europe. You can find the presentations  on the event
page and watch the webinar here.

MEGASKILL NEWSLETTER
The MEGASKILLS Horizon Europe project aims bridge the gap between
education and the labour market through the research and design of an
innovative and affordable methodology for training and evaluating soft
skills.

The project just launched its Website and published its first newsletter.
In this first edition the group talks about the work done to develop a
unified definition, taxonomy, and model of key soft skills for the 21st-
century (WP2) that can be used as a basis for the development of these
soft skills in school education and in professional development. 

Subscribe to receive regular updates about the project!
 

Mark your calendar: ACTIon Final Workshop on
25 September at the ALL DIGITAL Summit  in
Zagreb
ACTIon partners met on 27-28 April at the premises of Action Synergy
in Athens for a partner meeting to evaluate the country piloting results
and to plan the upcoming national and international dissemination
events to be organised in the coming months. This was an occasion to
host a policy workshop with the participation of policy and decision
makers from the four piloting countries on 26 April. The ACTIon project
is now in its final year: The partners developed two training programmes
(DigiPAC and MOLA)  to promote active citizenship through civic
education and active online participation of youth role models and ran
piloting activities in Bulgaria, Germany, Greece and North Macedonia.
The partners are now preparing to share their results with a wider public
during a final international workshop to be organised on 25 September
at the ALL DIGITAL Summit in Zagreb, Croatia. Mark your calendar and
follow us to be informed about the opening of registrations soon.

CrAL at AD Weeks 2023
On 26th of April, CrAL project partners organised an event as a part of
AD Weeks 2023. During the event we explored ways to enhance critical
thinking through media literacy by giving example of CrAL project. We
presented CrAL methodology and showed the platform and resources
available to empower young people to better understand the world they
live in and stimulate their critical thinking and sense of responsibility.
You can find presentations here and watch the webinar here.  
To get the latest news about the project, check out our Facebook page

Expression of interest: CLIP Online Course on
Critical Visual Media Literacy
Are you passionate about visual media literacy? Do you want to
enhance your skills in understanding and analysing visual content? 
By joining the CLIP Online Course on Critical Visual Media Literacy, you
will gain valuable insights into the world of visual media and its impact
on society. 

Course Dates: 23 October to 24 November 2023
Workload: 50 hours
Language: English
The course is free of charge, and it is open to 150 participants.
Registration is on a “first-come-first-served” basis.

Please make sure to express your interest in participating in the course,
as registrations will be closed once the maximum number of participants
has been reached.  You can find the form to express your
interest here.

IDEAHL
Recently, ALL DIGITAL organized with the help of WeTechCare, four co-
creation sessions on digital health literacy in Brussels. The session was
a success with 51 participants from vulnerable backgrounds. The results
will be used to inform the EU Strategy on (d)HL of the IDEAHL -
Improving Digital Empowerment for Active Healthy Living, a
#horizoneurope project. 

Visit here to know more.

Cyanotypes: latest events on skills in  the
Creative and Cultural Sectors
Cyanotypes last event aimed at adapting ESCO to the current skill
needs of the Creative and Cultural Sectors within the ECIS
2023 organised by the ECBN network in Helsingborg, Sweden. Check
out the results and the next events of the Cyanotypes series.

10 Adult educators become AI Ambassadors in
AI4AL Training of Tutors in Amsterdam
Artificial Intelligence in Adult Learning - AI4AL project aims to facilitate a
mindful adoption of AI technologies in the Adult Learning and Education
(ALE) sector by developing a methodology and a tool for the direct
involvement of adult educators. As one of the first steps, project partner
SkillLab, with the support of European Association for the Education of
Adults (EAEA), delivered a three-day training of tutors in the
Netherlands on 19-21 April 2023. 10 adult educators from Belgium,
Germany, Italy, Romania and Spain gathered at SkillLab’s new office in
the heart of Amsterdam to learn about AI and its use in adult education.
The training participants will be future tutors of 100 adult educators who
will be involved in the development and testing of the tool. Read more
on the training of tutors here.

Do you want to know what the DigComp Hub
project is about?
The DigCompHUB project has releases a short explanatory video about
the project. To learn more about what the project is about click.here.

TRANSVAL-EU discusses its results with
researchers and policymakers to make all skills
visible
The TRANSVAL-EU project, one of the largest policy experimentations
in Europe for the validation of transversal skills of non-formal and
informal learning (VNFIL), organized a Research Conference on 18-19
April in Paris and a Policy Conference on 24-25 May in Stockholm to
share and discuss its research results and policy outcomes with an aim
to make all skills visible in the framework of the European Year of Skills
2023. The results of the field trials conducted in Austria, Belgium, Italy,
Lithuania and Poland for the validation and guidance of transversal
skills show significant impact on both practitioners and candidates. The
project aims to turn this policy experimentation into policy change at
national, regional and European levels. As the project is coming to an
end in August 2023, the research outcomes and policy
recommendations will be soon published in two reports on the
TRANSVAL-EU website.

D-PAIDEIA European Teachers' Consultation!
The D-Paideia project is looking for teachers to participate in our first
webinar on the 21st June (17:00-19:00 CET).

Teachers from different countries will be able to discuss and exchange
their experiences on pedagogical digital competences and Educational
Remote Teaching experiences during the Covid-19 pandemic. Each
participant will be invited to answer a questionnaire about teachers’
digital competences.

To attend the event please  register in this Google Form. The valuable
contribution of each participant will be rewarded with a certificate of
participation.

RAYUELA's TikTok Campaign has come to an
end! 
ALL DIGITAL, together with producer Ismène Elbers and artists Julia
Adriana, 5 Times Rock and Kirk Tiller, has run a 5 month TikTok
awareness raising campaign on cybercrimes. All three artists produced
a song covering the topic of the month: fake news, cyberbullying, online
grooming, cyberhate and human trafficking. Take a look at the full
campaign here

Our Digital Village activities continue!
Our Digital Village project’s implementation started during May. On
10/05 one of the project partners, INOVA+ organised two info session to
identify and understand the digital needs of citizens in Manteigas to
include their interests and concerns in the training programmes that will
be developed as part of the project. Other project partners are also in
the process of organising info sessions with target groups. To find out
more about latest project development, follow us on  LinkedIn, and
check out the project website

Call for inspiring practices
As part of the  iBox project, ALL DIGITAL, together with LLLP, L4WBF,
CEMÉA, and EUCEN, is developing a compendium of inspiring
practices on inclusion and diversity for education and learning providers.
We are looking for practices in the following areas:
•    Digital transition and blended work methods
•    Access and participation in learning processes
•    Inclusion and diversity strategies
Do you have some interesting inspiring practices to share? You can do
so through this form: https://bit.ly/iboxproject. Looking forward to hearing
from you!

Co-funded by the European Union. Views and opinions expressed are however those of the author(s) only
and do not necessarily reflect those of the European Union or the European Education and Culture
Executive Agency (EACEA). Neither the European Union nor the granting authority can be held responsible
for them.
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